The Wooly Enquirer

3 April 2009
With a stack of phone books guiding the path, the Land of Wool journeyed into the Month of April, while foreign lands woke up to find the stasis overturned. A sudden invasion of shopping carts broke the peace, sending hundreds of Pack-Llamas into unemployment. With the fragile tranquility of Burlodge in the balance, the stars align to call forth T from his ocean-dwelling abode... in suspenders. Free Pancakes?

In Brief:
✦ Bryan’s Hunger Level... reaching critical levels! Blue Apple! Deploy!
✦ In the followup to the Royal Busch Court Report, the nobles have canned the Princess, at least temporarily, for fear of “pronunciation mishaps”.
✦ Masey in the Morn’n! Dude Dwellers Unite! I hereby call a 2nd Crusade Against the Cheatos Menace!
✦ Nikita has been drafted for Mammoth Hunting Duty-- wish him luck (it might show up in the next episode of South Park)
✦ Operation Babylon was a success... but it was not enough to prevent the Great Bodine Deity from smoting it with a clever removal of the top phonebook.
✦ Jefferson executed an all-out le-Dialenator, thus borrowing a page of the Book of Gromer. Dyle does not approve.
✦ Beckerville has finally withdrawn its lifeline like a tentacle being yanked out of a jar of honey. Thus far it has not interrupted Asaah’s “Basketball Research Project.”

Announcements:

WANTED:
JOHN THE UNTRUSTWORTHY ONE
Sir Jason of Hainen shall be on his way to the Stalking Grounds of Jon. Beware goes out to the many-- keep your Box of Justice secured.

OPERATION BALD EAGLE: GREAT SUCCESS
Special thanks goes out to all those who participated in the planning and execution of Operation Bald Eagle. Surely without the support of the Bryan & Brian Coalition and the Wisdom of the Joe Stevens Consulting Firm this would not have been possible. Yes- Win.

RedHeggie, Inc. declined to issue a statement. Essentially Mattspeak for (“Go away I’m taking over the world”)

Robert Tip of the Week
Robert’s Revised Law of FPS:
No Wait! They’re in front of you!

EPIC

Oh The 4th Bartlett Dilemma
A wise Larson once said, “Use the shopping cart before the horse, and use the lounge chair before shopping cart. Do this and you will be truly wise.” Well, maybe he actually didn’t say that. But the point is, 4th Bartlett installed a new lounge in their shower and got yelled at for doing so. Granted, how many floors get a mammoth remodeling project completed between the hours of 4 and 5 in the morning? The answer is not many, although curiously, 2 floors experienced this very same result in the same night. The jellyfish of it all... but one cannot help but blame the guy on 4th Douglas who mysteriously blocked himself into his room with phone books. I mean, come on, that’s almost like turning into Warren.

“Efficient” Way of Shipping Brian Found
Fear not! For all the Brian sympathizers who feared his plight in returning home this summer, we can simply just ship him home! Experts cite this method as one of the most “efficient” ever devised. Of course, if he needs to keep his pile o’ magic cards with him at all times, it may cost him “an arm and a leg” to save on weight.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!